Cold Regions Bibliography Project, Washington, D.C.
20540.
Some respondents included unsolicited comments.
Prominent in this category was the opinion that the
index cards distributed in the past were more useful
than the present format. Since our computerized
method makes a page format more economical than
cards, we cannot accede to this suggestion. As a compromise we have been printing CAL on one side only,
leaving blank the back side of each page; entries may
be cut out and mounted on index cards.
Requests for CAL should be sent to the Office of
Polar Programs, Polar Information Service, National
Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550. This
work is supported by National Science Foundation
grant cv-36656.

Antarctic Map Folio Series

VIVIAN C. BUSHNELL
Research Publications
American Geographical Society
New York, New York 10032
Work continued during 1973-1974 on Antarctic
Map Folio Series numbers 18 (scheduled for publication in late 1974) and 19 (scheduled for publication in late 1975). The series, folios 1 through 18, is
available from the American Geographical Society,
Broadway at 156th Street, New York, New York
10032.
Folio 18, "Antarctic mammals' " summarizes—
through maps and texts—the geographic distribution,
the biology, and the physical characteristics of whales,
seals, and dolphins found in antarctic waters. Folio
18 includes data from recent systematic seal population studies; it also includes an extensive bibliography
of related research works. Authors of folio 18 are
N. A. Mackintosh and S. G. Brown, A. W. Erickson
and R. J . Hofman, and R. L. Brownell, Jr. The
foreword is by George A. Llano.
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Antarctic Research Series and SAL
Information Bulletin

JUDY C. H0L0vIAK
American Geophysical Union
Washington, D.C. 20006

In a continuing program of publishing antarctic
science papers that usually are too detailed or too
lengthy for inclusion in standard scientific jour als,
volume 21 of Antarctic Research Series was releised
this fall and volumes 22 and 23 are scheduled for
release this winter.
Volume 21, Recent Antarctic and Subantactic
Brachiopods, is a comprehensive study based on amples collected at more than 200 sites during aboult 30
oceanographic expeditions from 1851 to 1969.
Volume 22, Human Adaptability, records hurian
responses to isolation and confinement in Antarctica's
harsh environment.
Volume 23 is planned as the first handbook of Ithis
series: a guide to resident and migratory antaxfctic
birds.
Volume 24 will mark a change in the series' fornat
and method of distribution. Individual papers of a
volume will be printed and issued as quickly as possible. Usually a paper will appear under one cover;
if the subject matter is similar for two or three shorter
papers and if they can be published at about the same
time, however, they will be bound and issued simultaneously. When the last paper of a volume has been
published, the entire book will be available on microfiche at a lower price than the combined cost of
individual papers. This new system, in addition' to
being more economical, is designed to avoid previous
publication delays.
Soviet Antarctic Expedition Information Bulletin.
This translation series contains intermittent reports
from Russian antarctic scientists. Volume 8 (bulletins
79 through 90) is in progress.
Information on subscriptions and on purchases of
back volumes, for both Antarctic Research Series and
Soviet Antarctic Expedition Information Bulletin, is
available from the American Geophysical Union, 1909
K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.
Publication of Antarctic Research Series and translation and publication of Soviet Antarctic Expedition
Information Bulletin are supported by National Science Foundation grants GN-55 and GV-32923.
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